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A NEW COLLECTION OUR STORIES TO SHARE

3+ years

BY BESTSELLING CHILDREN’S AUTHORS!

The Little Man Made of Paper
by Agnès de Lestrade & Maurèen Poignonec
Once upon a time there was a little man made of
paper who wanted to explore the world...
Arsène dreams of exploring the world. So, one day,
he escapes from the book he lives in and meets a
little girl called Hortense. She recognizes the little
man made of paper, because she reads about him
every evening. She takes him under her wing and
takes him everywhere with her. Arsène is over the
moon! But, very soon, he thinks about his parents
and the wonderful hugs he gets from them. It’s time
to go home and show them that he has grown up...
19 x 24 cm - 32 pages - 10,90 € - hardback

AGNÈS DE LESTRADE is a journalist and
renowned author of children’s books who
holds workshops in music and the visual arts.
She has had about a hundred picture stories
and novels published, with translations sold
in over a dozen countries. She is extremely
popular with young readers and has won the
“Incorruptibles” award on many occasions.
MAURÈEN POIGNONEC has illustrated
about 40 children’s books, including the
series “La famille Cerise” (The Cherry
Family) for Didier Jeunesse, and Le Livre de
mes émotions (The Book of My Emotions)
for Gründ (sales over 30 000 copies).
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4

5+ years
The Blue Book
by Timothée de Fombelle & Émilie Angebault
Every night, a mother reads her little boy his favourite
story. It’s a fascinating tale that comforts him before he
goes to sleep. But, one day, the story changes…This
is a new treat from Timothée de Fombelle, a story that
parents will love to read to their five-year-olds. Yet again,
we fall under the writer’s spell with a story that is both
surprising and moving. And, when the story reaches its
end, we have only one wish – to read it over again.
19 x 24 cm - 32 pages - 10,90 € - hardback

TIMOTHÉE DE FOMBELLE developed
a passion for writing and for theatre very
early on. His first novel, Tobie Lolness,
published in 2006, became an international
bestseller, winning a score of French and
international awards. Since then, he has
written numerous award-winning novels
and picture books that have considerable
acclaim.
EMILIE ANGEBAULT has had books and
coloured pencils around her ever since she
can remember. After studying decorative
arts for five years in Strasbourg, she began
illustrating for several publishers, including
Albin Michel, Lito, le Buveur d’Encre and
Hachette.

FOUR MORE TITLES TO BE PUBLISHED IN
OUR STORIES TO SHARE SERIES IN 2021
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NEW

8+ years
Mozart’s Diary
Marianne Vourch & Elléa Bird (illustrator)
An ardent musicologist tells children all about the fascinating life of the young
prodigy and the secrets of his music. A book to be read whilst listening to his

Three new titles
to be published
in 2021!

finest works!
We follow the fascinating course of Mozart’s life from his early years when he was
taught by his father to his travels to all the courts of Europe. We find out everything
about his successes, his feelings and the secrets behind his compositions.

next title:
Christopher Columbus
(February 2021)

The book contains an audio bonus (extracts of Mozart’s greatest works) and the
timeline of the most important dates of the composer’s life.
16 x 22 cm – 80 pages – 13,90 € - hardback - October 2020
music • art • history of the XVIII sentury
Rights sold: Danish

6

More titles in the same series on the p. 16-17

NEW

8+ years
Marie Curie’s Diary
by Gertrude Dordor & Daphné Collignon
A first-person account that gives children an idea of the perseverance and vitality
of this exceptional scientist.
In the form of a logbook, this work recounts the life of Marie Curie – growing up
in Poland, winning Nobel Prizes, what her involvement was in World War II… We
see inside her laboratory and find out about her research into radioactivity. With its
wealth of anecdotes, the book reveals the incredible challenges she faced as well
as the setbacks she endured.
16 x 22 cm – 80 pages – 13,90 € - hardback - September 2020
science • women • science
Rights sold: Vietnamese, Danish

7

NEW

7+ years
Also available: The Bird Book, The Book of Tiny Creatures (p. 20-21)

The Book of Trees
Nathalie Tordjman (text), Julien Norwood (ill.), Isabelle Simler (ill.)
After The Book of Birds (2017) and The Book of Tiny Creatures (2018),
this new non-fiction work – reflecting the latest research into the subject
– contains everything children need to know about trees throughout the
whole world! What is a tree? How do they begin their lives and how do they
grow? What can they do?
At a time when nature conservation is a major concern, this beautifully-illustrated book on trees takes up a theme that is on everyone’s lips. It is an
outstanding work because of the exceptional quality of both the illustrations
and the content, which covers all the latest discoveries on the subject.
23.5 x 25 cm - 72 pages - 18,90 € - hardback
trees • nature • activity book
Rights sold: Arabic (world), simplified Chinese, Czech, Slovak,
Spanish (world), Russian, Korean, English (world), Serbian and
Turkish

8

NEW

5+ years

The big book of activitiehs the whole family
70 activities that include making things, cooking, observation and relaxation. This very
new and attractive activity book is the result of a collaboration with the magazine La
Petite fabrique (The Little Factory). The activities are designed for families to do together
– they are both educational and fun, and show concern for the natural world and the
environment. There are four main parts: Making things (e.g. a vegetable table, make-up
that is 100% natural, plasticine with spices), Cooking (e.g. power cookies, carnival fritters,
an energy soup), Observing (e.g. looking at animal tracks, making a family tree, playing
the magic potion game), Relaxing (e.g. meadow yoga, the “tiny ladybird” massage, eye
gymnastics etc.)
21 x 26 cm - 160 pages - 14,90 € - paperback - September 2020
hobby • family • well-being
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NEW

AUTHOR Elisabeth Dumont-Le-Cornec is a
journalist and historian. She has worked for
the magazine Notre histoire (Our History)
and has authored numerous works of
nonfiction. This is her third title in the “Little
Explorers” series, following on Breathtaking
Landscapes for Little Explorers and Vibrant
Cities for Little Explorers.
ILLUSTRATOR Anne-Lise Boutin graduated
from the Duperré school and EnsAD (the
National College of Decorative Arts) in
Paris. She works for the press and numerous
publishers, including Sarbacane, Didier
Jeunesse and Flammarion.

Amazing houses for little explorers
Elisabeth Dumont-Le Cornec, Anne-Lise Boutin
A fascinating look at unusual houses all over the world – from both past and
present – that show the incredible variety of our different ways of life.
This highly-illustrated non-fiction work takes us inside the most amazing houses in
the world: the teepees of Native Americans, the izbis of Russia, the palaces of Venice,
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Fallingwater and many more… Through panoramic illustrations,
maps and games, the reader finds out all about their history, their architecture and
the people who live there.
28 x 35 cm - 64 pages - 19,90 € - hardback - November 2020
habitat • everyday life • discovering the world
Also available in the same series: Breathtaking Landscapes,Vibrant Cities for Little Explorers (p.18-19)
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NEW

8+ years

also available (page 15):

40 Experiments for Eco-friendly Kids
Alix Cosquer & Marygribouille
40 experiments to be carried out at first hand: a fun way to find out more about
our environment and learn how to protect it.
40 activities that will bring the Nature back into children’s lives. They foster
concentration, creativity and self-esteem. All activities are tested by children, with
easy-to-follow, step-by-step guidance and photos.
• Observing nature – feeling, listening and tasting.
• Identifying flora and fauna.
• Carrying out scientific experiments.
• Creating artwork using natural elements.
21 x 27 cm - 96 pages - 12,90 € - softcover - March 2021
nature • experiments • family
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NEW

7+ years
MARIA DIAZ (author) was trained in the oral
tradition of storytelling. With a passion for
mythology and discovering other cultures,
she has adapted tales from France and other
countries, and has also illustrated numerous
works of fiction and nonfiction for children.
NICOLAS DUFFAUT (illustrator) graduated
from the Émile Cohl school. He illustrates
comic books, children’s novels and
magazines. In particular, he illustrated Ce
que lisent les animaux avant de dormir
(What Animals Read at Bedtime), published
by Sarbacane (more than 11 000 copies
sold) and many titles in the series Petites
histoires de la mythologie (Short Tales from
Mythology), including Achille, le guerrier
(Achilles the Warrior), published by Nathan
(more than 14 000 copies sold).

The Blind Man with the Golden Voice
Maria Diaz & Nicolas Duffaut (illustrator)
A wonderful tale about the power of music, life in the wild,
and disability.
When the king finds out that his son is blind, he secretly takes
him into the depths of the forest and abandons him there. The
young prince grows up in the wild, protected by wild animals.
He is then taken in by travelling minstrels, and it is then that he
discovers his exceptional gift: a voice that can cure all illnesses.
26 x 32,5 cm - 32 pages - 15,90 € - paperback - September 2020
music • disability • tale
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NEW
Leonardo’s Secret
by Mireille Calmel & Romain Mennetrier (ill.)
Mireille Calmel’s first novel for children – the historical novel
that will be a summer pageturner.
At the chateau of Amboise, the great master Leonardo da Vinci has just
died. But someone has stolen his sketch of The Flying Wing, one of
his greatest inventions. Who has stolen it and why? Above all, the
King – Francis I – must not notice that it has disappeared. In a race
against time, four children – Flore, Raphaël, Louis and Pierre – begin a
breathtaking chase through the underground passages of the chateau.

By a bestselling author
Mireille Calmel who already
sold 1,7 million copies!

8+ years

MIREILLE CALMEL (author) is a best-selling
author with a score of historical novels to
her credit (published by XO). All have been
best-sellers, both in France (where 1.7
million copies have been sold) and abroad,
where her translated works sell in a dozen or
so countries.
ROMAIN
MENNETRIER
(illustrator)
illustrates picture books and novels, notably
for Auzou (Ester Aranax, Les Malheurs de
Sophie (Sophie’s Misfortunes)), Nathan,
Le Père Castor and Milan. He also works
regularly for Bayard Presse.

14 x 21 cm – 144 pages – 10,90€ - soft cover (illustrated)
Leonardo da Vinci • history • detective story
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Non-fiction

8+ years

NON-FICTION
40 zero-waste DIY activities
for eco-friendly kids

My 4 Seasonal Dishes. Recipes
ans tips for eco-friendly cooks

by Bénédicte Bazaille & Marygribouille

by Charlotte Domange, Benjamin Domange,
Anne-Sophie Constancien

Things to do if you want to be creative, to have
fun and to take care of the planet!

Cooking better to eat better, it’s

This book contains 40 things to do with your hands

child’s play!

that are fun and will develop creativity whilst helping

Imagine delicious recipes that are quick and

in the fight against plastic and waste. These are

easy to make, with the least amount of waste

activities to be done in different parts of the home,

possible – that’s what Charlotte and her

including learning how to make a sandwich holder,

family have challenged themselves to do! 50

making your own shower gel, making an amazing lampshade and many more!

recipes organized by season that are appropriate for little chefs, ecological tips and

21 x 27 cm – 96 pages – 12,90€ - paperback

environmentally-friendly acts that will help you develop good habits, fun workshops.

environment • DIY • creativity

21 x 27 cm – 96 pages – 12,90€ - paperback
cooking • ecology • family
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8+ years

NON-FICTION
Commander Cousteau’s Diary

Growing during the war.
Henri’s diary 1939-1945

Alexandrine Civard-Racinais & Pierre-Yves Cézard

Gertrude Dordor & Benjamin Bachelier
Find out about the life of Commander Cousteau,
The amazing true story of a child

ecological thought!

who grew up during World War

This fascinating story, in the form of an illustrated

II. In 1939, Henri was eight years

logbook, gives readers an insight into the life of

old when his father was called up.

Commander Cousteau – his expeditions on the Calypso,

Through his diary, he tells us about

the filming of The Silent World (Le Monde du Silence),

his family life and his school friends:

his commitment to the protection of the Antarctic and

the phoney war, the bombings,

to leaving future generations with a planet fit to live on.

being a refugee, ration coupons, the

Cousteau was an explorer who brought the need to protect our planet to the notice of people all

arrival of the Nazis, France divided into two…

over the world. The book is being published in 2020, the 110th anniversary of Cousteau’s birth.

16 x 22 cm – 96 pages – 13,90€ - hardback

16 x 22 cm – 80 pages – 13,90 € - hardback

World War II • testimony • history

ocean • sea life • ecology
Rights sold: Vietnamese
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a great explorer and a forerunner of present-day

NON-FICTION
The First Woman Film-maker.
The Diary of Alice Guy

The Diaries of Leonardo da Vinci
by Viviane Koenig & Benoît Perroud

by Sahndrine Beau & Aline Bureau
Leonardo da Vinci, the multi-talented genius,
The incredible story of the woman who inven-

recounts his extraordinary life.

ted cinema.

The fascinating story of the life of Leonardo da Vinci

In 1894, Alice Guy was secretary to Mr Gaumont

– his amazing inventions, the remarkable way he

at the French Photographic Agency. After

saw into the future and his wonderful paintings, but

seeing films made by the Lumière Brothers, she

also his joys and his doubts.

knew there was only one thing she wanted to

16 x 22 cm – 80 pages – 13,90 € - hardback

do: tell stories through film. This book tells her

Leonardo da Vinci • testimony • science

own story – from her first film to founding her

Rights sold: Vietnamese, Danish

own production studio in the USA – and shows how this often neglected figure was an
exceptional creative force.
16 x 22 cm – 72 pages – 13,90 € - hardback
ciema • women • forgotten names
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6+ years

NON-FICTION

AS
20

•

TRÉPIDANTES VILLES
•

Vibrant Cities for Little Explorers

Amsterdam est la capitale du royaume des Pays-Bas.
Au 17e siècle, cet ancien village de pêcheurs est devenu un port
de commerce en lien avec l’Indonésie, le Brésil et l’Afrique.
C’est à cette époque que ses célèbres canaux ont été creusés.
Ses habitants s’appellent les Amstellodamiens ou Amstellodamois.
Ils sont néerlandais (et non hollandais, comme on le croit souvent
car la Hollande du Nord et du Sud sont les deux provinces
les plus connues du pays).

POUR PETITS EXPLORATEURS
Elisabeth Dumont-Le Cornec

by Elisabeth Dumont-Le Cornec & Atelier Cartographik
comme la tulipe mais aussi la jonquille, sont
plantées dans les jardins publics.

Atelier Cartographik
Hautes, très étroites et à toit pointu, elles sont
bâties au bord de l’eau pour être éclairées

A fun and exciting trip to the world’s most beautiful cities!
il y a des Spionnetjes, des miroirs pour
savoir qui sonne à la porte sans sortir !

How do people in Rio, Istanbul, New York, Amsterdam, Tokyo and Marrakesh live? To learn

AUTHOR See page 10.
ILLUSTRATOR L’Atelier Cartographik was
founded by two designers globetrotters.
They collaborate with media and publishers
such as Lonley Planet, Milan, La Martinière
Jeunesse and others.

Elles sont souvent sans rideaux : autrefois, on
voulait montrer que l’on n’avait rien à cacher.
Quand les lumières s’allument, on découvre
les intérieurs bien rangés. Ici, c’est une
habitude de regarder chez ses voisins !

more about the daily lives of the citizens of the world, embark on this thrilling voyage filled
with all kinds of anecdotes about their lifestyles: favorite foods, sumptuous celebrations,
Ces chaussures traditionnelles en bois
sont solides, ne glissent pas, gardent les
pieds au sec et sont faciles à mettre.

transportation methods, monuments, artisan crafts, etc. Let’s hit the road for 15 world cities!
Ces baraques à poisson vendent des broodje
haring : un petit pain garni de hareng cru
mariné, de cornichons et d’oignons.
À déguster avec de grosses frites trempées
dans une sauce à la cacahuète !

28 x 35 cm – 72 pages – 22,90€ - hardback

400

16 5

t
canaux qui traversen
C’est le nombre de
de Venise
la ville, d’où son surnom
pêcher et même
du Nord. On peut y
enjambés par
s’y baigner ! Ils sont
is en bois
ponts-lev
8
dont
1 281 ponts,
laisser passer les
qui se soulèvent pour

C’est le nombre de kilomètres de pistes
cyclables à Amsterdam. Depuis 1980, le
vélo est le moyen de transport privilégié
pour limiter la pollution. Mais il n’est
pas toujours facile de se garer : partout,
on voit des vélos cadenassés le long des
trottoirs, des ponts et des canaux !

Also available
in the same series:
Breathtaking Landscapes
for Little Explorers (p. 19)

travel • discovering the world • cities
On dit que les Amstelldamois naissent sur
un vélo : 1 sur 3 l’emprunte chaque jour.
Les Français avaient surnommé la reine
Wilhelmine (qui a régné de 1890 à 1948) « la
petite reine de la bicyclette », d’où l’expression
« petite reine » pour désigner un vélo !

Rights sold: simplified Chinese

bateaux.

Barcelone va répondre à toutes tes envies ! Commence par visiter les étonnants
immeubles multicolores de l’architecte Gaudi. Puis déguste quelques tapas sur
une belle place ombragée de palmiers : ici, on déjeune entre 14 et 16 heures et
on dîne vers 22 heures. Choisis entre un plongeon sur la plage de Barceloneta ou
une virée au parc d’attractions de Tibidabo où la vue sur la ville et la mer est
superbe. Et pour finir la journée en beauté, balade-toi dans les vieux quartiers
qui restent animés jusqu’au bout de la nuit. Vamos ! (C’est parti !) !

EN ESPAGNE
1 700

Les quartiers Barrio gotico et El Born sont
les plus vieux de la ville. Avec leurs ruelles
pavées et leurs petites boutiques, ils te
transporteront au Moyen Âge ! C’est ici
que se trouve le musée Picasso. Dans un
ancien palais gothique sont exposées
3 500 œuvres du célèbre peintre espagnol.

Antoni Gaudi (1852-1926) est l’un des
plus célèbres architectes espagnols. Il a
construit 4 maisons très originales avec des
façades colorées, des formes ondulantes,
des toits bossus et des cheminées aux airs
de vengeurs masqués. Admire aussi ses
mosaïques fantastiques dans le parc Guell.

Cette basilique est la grande œuvre de
Gaudi. Sa construction a débuté en 1882
ses 4 tours de 115 mètres de hauteur, ses
vitraux, ses pierres aux formes irrégulières,
ce monument est unique.

À Barcelone, on fait des repas de tapas :
des petites portions de plat ou des tartines
que l’on mange avec les doigts. Chaque
restaurant a sa spécialité : charcuterie,
fromage, poisson, tortilla (une sorte
d’omelette de pommes de terre)…

1,2

C’est la longueur de l’avenue Las Ramblas, la
promenade préférée des Barcelonais. On y
trouve la fontaine de Canaletas. Qui boit son
eau reviendra à Barcelone, dit la légende.

18

19 42
mande : tous les Espag
nols avancent leur
montre
d’1 heure en hiver
et de 2 heures en
été. Voilà
pourquoi les Espag
nols vivent si tard
le soir.

Cette glace faite à partir de crème chantilly
et de blancs d’œufs montés en neige
est la spécialité des glaciers.

6+ years

NON-FICTION

Activity Book for Little Explorers
Breathtaking Landscapes
for Little Explorers
by Elisabeth Dumont-Le Cornec & Agathe Demois

by Elisabeth Dumont-Le Cornec & Agathe Demois
Creative activities that children will enjoy – and that will give their
parents a bit of peace!

Off we go on 20 thrilling adventures! Are you ready to fly

This activity book follows on from the beautiful non-fiction picture book

over the Grand Canyon, sail on Titicaca Lake, meet the

Breathtaking Landscapes for Little Explorers (Merveilleux paysages

Aboriginal people who live next to Ayers Rock, walk on the

pour petits explorateurs). Young explorers can draw the Indian village

Giant’s Causeway or gallop along the Mongolian steppes?

on Lake Titicaca, colour the fish on the Great Barrier Coral Reef, stick

For each of these incredible locations, this book provides a

stickers on a maps of the continents… The book includes: colouring

map, a panoramic view of the landscape, a search-and-find

activities, maps and landscapes to complete, quizzes and surprising

game for learning about the native animals, interesting facts,

facts, stickers to stick on.

quizzes, games and so much more!

21 x 28 cm – 64 removable pages – 9,90€ - hardback - April 2020

28 x 35 cm – 96 pages – 21,90€ - hardback

travel • nature • discovering the world

travel • nature • discovering the world
Rights sold: Korean, simplified Chinese, Dutch
AUTHOR See page 10.
ILLUSTRATOR Agathe Demois is a graduate
of the Decorative Arts University of Strasburg.
Her enchanting style attracts the press (Astrapi,
Georges...), advertising and publishing (Le Seuil, La
Martinière, Gallimard, Bayard, Thierry Magnier etc.).

19

NON-FICTION

7+ years

Que grignotent-elles ?

Nathalie Tordjman

LE LIVRE AUX

PETITES BETES

Où se cachent-elles ?

Illustré par
Emmanuelle Tchoukriel
& Julien Norwood

Comment se déplacent-elles ?
Quelles sont leurs petites manies ?

The Book of Tiny Creatures
Nathalie Tordjman, Julien Norwood, Emmanuelle Tchoukriel
A beautiful non-fiction book that allows readers to discover the fascinating world of
tiny animals!
Following the success of The Bird Book, discover this new non-fiction book and learn everything about
insects, crustaceans, mollusks, worms and other tiny creatures. Inside you will find plenty of information
about little creatures living in our gardens, forests and houses; thematic spreads; “seek-and-find” pages
for identifying the little creatures; instructions how to make an insect refuge or how to rear snails; fun
quizzes, true-to-life drawings, amazing double-spreads full of animals and many more!
23.5 x 25 cm - 72 pages - 18,90 € - hardback
insects • mollusks • crustacean • nature • activity book
Rights sold: Korean, Serbian, Spanish (world), Italian, Czech, Slovak,
Simplified Chinese, Russian, Dutch and English (world) and Turkish

20

AUTHOR Nathalie Tordjman is a journalist
specializing in nature and the environment.
She has collaborated with the Images Doc
Magazine (published by Bayard) and has
published numerous non-fiction books,
including The Secret Work of Nature (won
“La science se livre” prize) and The Bird
Book for Belin Jeunesse.
ILLUSTRATOR Trained at the Museum of
Natural History in Paris, Julien Norwood
is an author and naturalist illustrator. He
helped illustrate The Bird Book published
by Belin Jeunesse.
ILLUSTRATOR Emmanuelle Tchoukriel
studied medical and scientific illustration.
She illustrated the non-fiction series
Inventaires illustrés and Le spectacle de la
nature for Albin Michel Jeunesse.

7+ years

NON-FICTION

The Bird Book
Nathalie Tordjman, Judith Gueyfier, Julien Norwood
A mix of a picture book and non-fiction book, The Bird Book reveals the
secrets of these little feathered creatures. Richly illustrated with naturalistic
drawings of the ornithologist Julien Norwood and magnificent illustrations
of Judith Gueyfier. Precise and comprehensive information is completed
by games, activities and QR-codes to listen to the birds’ singing.
23.5 x 25 cm - 80 pages - 16,90 € - hardback

AUTHOR see previous page

birds • nature • non-fiction • activity book
Rights sold: Arabic, simplified Chinese, Czech, Dutch, German, Korean,

ILLUSTRATOR Judith Gueyfier Is known
for her rich color palette and originality of
composition. She has illustrated the King’s
Cucumbers published by Belin Jeunesse and
Martin des Colibris (Rue du monde).

Serbian, Slovak, Spanish (world), Russian, Ukrainian and Turkish

ILLUSTRATOR see previous page
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7+ years

NON-FICTION
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Follow me… to the Ancient Egypt!

Follow me… to the Middle Ages!

by Viviane Koenig, Marion Duclos & Jérôme Alvarez

by Dominique Joly & Alexandre Franc

Welcome to Ancient Egypt! Mittet the cat will lead you to the land of the Pharaohs.

Welcome to the Middle Ages! Frajout, Lord Rochebonne’s loyal dog, will take you on

Come inside the king’s palace and partake in musical dinners at night, hunts in the

a tour of his master’s estate. From the construction of his castle to a romp through his

desert during the day and battle preparations with the Pharaoh Ahmose. Then, on

surrounding lands, from everyday life in the dungeon run by the White Lady to the

the banks of Nile River, meet peasants and artisans before following the priests

education of his son Hugo, a future knight, you will experience every aspect of life

into the temples where they serve the gods. What does a scribe do? How do the

in the Lord’s family. Who prepares the banquets? How is a tournament organized?

pharaohs get dressed in their finery? In which gods and goddesses do the ancient

What is an accolade ceremony? How do sieges and tournaments unfold?

Egyptians believe? How do they prepare the mummies? The everyday life of the

The everyday life of the lords, ladies, peasants and knights of the Middle Ages will

Pharaoh, his family, servants and priests will no longer be a mystery to you!

no longer be a mystery to you!

19 x 24 cm – 72 pages – 14,50 € - hardback

19 x 24 cm – 72 pages – 14,50 € - hardback

history • Ancient Egypt • non-fiction • Pharaoh

history • Middle Ages • non-fiction • knights

Rights sold: Russian, Slovenian, Spanish (Latin America)

Rights sold: Russian, Slovenian

THE FIRST NON-FICTION COMIC BOOK SERIES BULLES D’HISTOIRE (“BUBBLES OF HISTORY”) ALL ABOUT HISTORY!

NON-FICTION

Two new titles to be
published in 2019:
- Ancient Rome
- Pirates

Follow me...to the Prehistoric Times!

Follow me… to the Palace of Versailles!

by Viviane Koenig & Alexandre Franc

by Dominique Joly & Cléo Germain

A comic book perfect for ages 7 and up, with loads of information about lives

A fascinating comic book for children 7 and up, about the Sun King’s life in

of the first human beings, from Lucy to the Homo sapiens!

Versailles.

Welcome to prehistoric times! Loumi the wolf pup leads us in the footsteps of the

Welcome to the Versailles of Louis XIV, where Belle the little dog guides us through

first men: from the discovery of fire to the invention of art, from the first hunter-ga-

her master’s marvelous palace! How did the palace grow to accommodate all of the

therers to the creation of the first villages. How did the Homo habilis live? Did the

courtiers, advisors and servants? How were the Sun King’s days organized? What

Homo erectus know how to talk? How did these prehistoric men make their tools?

were the many servants’ tasks? How did the courtiers dress to keep up with the

Who are the Cro-Magnons? When did the first encampments appear? Where can

latest fashions? What means of transportation did they use? What were the king’s

you find the most beautiful decorated caves? A very thorough book that’s a delight

elaborate feasts like?

to read with young history buffs.
19 x 24 cm – 72 pages – 14,50 € - hardback

19 x 24 cm – 72 pages – 14,50 € - hardback

history • prehistory • non-fiction

history • France • non-fiction

Rights sold: Spanish (Latin America)
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8+ years

NON-FICTION
In Search of the Feathered Dinosaurs
by Marie-Laure Le Louarn, Arnaud Salomé & Alain Bénéteau

Recently, some new fascinating dinosaurs have been discovered: dinosaurs with feathers! How did they look like?
When and how did they live? Could they fly? This book tells us all about these amazing animals who were really
good at flying... and all this was 175 million years ago!
28 x 25 cm – 52 pages – 19,95€- with flaps

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese
travel • nature • discovering the world

The Robinsons of the
Tromelin Island

Unicef Prize 2017

Alexandrine Civard-Racinais & Aline Bureau
A breathtaking true story of the group of slaves forgotten
on the Tromelin Island. A group of men and women
survived in the middle of the Indian Ocean during 15
years (1761-1776). Tsimiavo tells her incredible story.
24,5 x 32,5 cm - 72 pages - 19,90€ - hardback
survival • island • slavery
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Picture books

Picture Books
& Fairy Tales
25

Picture books

8+ months
My first pictures with my fingertips
illustrated by Clara Corman
A beautiful image book to communicate with your
baby with gestures!
“Teddy bear,” “babybottle,” “more” – 20 words from
everyday life along with their signs that will help readers
communicate with babies of 8 months and older through
hand gestures.

STRONG POINTS:

This fun and easy activity book will help readers

• A poetic picture book to use with babies before they can speak.

communicate with babies about their first needs, first

• This is a fun and useful activity that is becoming more and

games and first delicious foods…A book that you can play

more appreciated by parents and childminders.

and dream with, thanks to the sweet illustrations by Clara

• A book specially designed for use with infants with cardboard

Corman, done with a clean and intelligible style.

pages that can be handled again and again.

16 x 17 cm – 48 pages – 10,90€ - hardback
communication through gestures • babies • emotions
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Au potager, poussent des fruits et des légumes…

Picture books

3+ years

Des haricots verts

Des petits pois

Un navet

Une framboise

Une betterave

Une fraise

Surprise in the Park
by Marta Orzel

Une carotte
Un chou-fleur

An ingenious and poetic picture book all about parks
Today we are going to spend the entire day in the park! Where will we wander? Let’s take

Un poireau

Une aubergine

a look at the map and choose our path and then it’s off we go! From the playground to
the picnic area, from the gardener’s shed to the bandstand, with a detour through the vast
greenhouses or the petting zoo, this book contains 14 locations and clearly identifies all of

Une salade
Des cassis

the activities, people and treasures that you might find in a park: an apple tree, a watering

Des groseilles

can, a swing, a ham sandwich, fish, ping-pong players and many more...
19 x 27 cm – 40 pages – 13,90 € - hardback
picture book • everyday • emotions
Rights sold: Catalan, Spanish

Une tomate

Des pommes de terre
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Picture books

5+ years

3+ years
Father Christmas in
pajamas, that’s not right!
by Céline Claire & Ilaria Falorsi
A magical book/game in the land of
Santa Claus! !
On Christmas Eve, the wind carries away
all of Santa’s clothing. Will he have to
deliver presents in his pajamas? Help him
get ready with Mélie, the little snow fox!
From the enigma of the reindeer park to
the labyrinth of the snow-covered forest,

from the nursery rhymes that lull the big bear to sleep to the game of seek & find in

Ulysses’s long voyage in 6 adventures

the toy workshop, little kids will be swept away by this enchanted world!

by Viviane Koenig & Thierry Manes

21 x 28 cm – 32 pages – 13,90 € - hardback

The legendary adventures of Ulysses for children 5 and up !

Christmas • Santa Claus • activity

The ruse of the Trojan horse, Cyclops Island, the god Aeolus’s palace, the sorceress
Circe’s garden, the Sirens’ rock, the archery contest…. The adventures of Ulysses
– the most cunning of Greek kings – are told in 6 breathtaking episodes. Viviane
Koenig adapted The Odyssey into 32 short chapters that make for perfect bedtime
stories. Each one begins with a question that grabs the young reader’s attention and
picks up where the last one left off.
17 x 21 cm – 64 pages – 14,90 € - hardback
Odyssey • mythology • adventures
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Picture books

3+ years
Search and Find with Postman Squirrel and his Forest Friends
by Laure Dorsemaine & Alice de Page
A walk in the enchanted forest with 150 objects to find!
Follow Postman Squirrel as he does his round in the forest and keep your eyes open to find the
things that his friends have lost! Can you guess the surprise that is in store at the end?
21,8 x 34,6 cm – 32 pages – 13,90€ - hardback
activity • seek and find • forest
Rights sold: Korean

AUTHOR Laure Dorsemaine now lives in
Scotland where she spends her time writing
children’s stories and going on long walks
with her family.
ILLUSTRATOR Alice de Page studied at the
Saint Luc Institute in Brussels, where she now
lives. She does illustrations for both books
and games.
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Picture books

3+ years
Wolf’s Four Seasons

A Day in the Life of Wolf

Philippe Jalbert

Philippe Jalbert

Wolf knows how to make the most out of

Wolf is a real gourmet. This book, written in

every season...

rhyme, aims to make small children aware of
how a day passes.

20,5 x 24 cm – 40 pages – 11,70 €
sensations • time • wolf

20,5 x 24cm – 40 pages – 11,70€

Rights sold: Korean

animals • nature • wolf

Gilbert, the Fearless Sea Cloud

The Rabbit Gobbler

Gwendoline Raisson & Amélie Jackowski

Rémi Courgeon

Gilbert is a happy cloud. Surrounded by friends

Who is the mysterious Rabbit Gobbler

and seagulls. A picture book full of poetry.

who has been terrorising baby rabbits for
generations?

18,5 x 30,5cm – 40 pages – 12,90€

20,5 x 24 cm – 40 pages – 11,90 €

friendship • environment • travel

humor • monster • rabbit

Rights sold: simplified Chinese, Korean

Rights sold: simplified
Chinese
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Picture books

5+ years
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A Day on Earth (and its Surroundings)

9

Welcome to our house! An adventure across four seasons

by Gwendoline Raisson & Noémie Malbecq

by Gwendoline Raisson & Noémie Malbecq

Who among us has never dreamed of receiving a mysterious message?

This autumn morning, the Old Cherry Tree is shivering with all its leaves: the

From New York to Seoul, stopping off in Chile along the way, meet eight little

grocodiles are coming! But who they are? A mystery! Never mind, but we must be

families and learn about their everyday lives. The characters live all over the

ready to welcome these guests! Soon the autumn gives way to winter but still no

world, some of them know each other, others don’t, but they all have one

grocodiles on the horizon. So the normal life takes up its course...

thing in common: they are each going to receive a mysterious invitation…
To discover the big surprise, check out the middle of the book and unfold

26 x 33 cm – 32 pages – 14,90€ - hardback

the flaps! This is a story of crossed destinies and happy coincidences, a few

season • forest • animals • foreigner

crazy ideas and the joys of new encounters!
20,5 x 26 cm – 32 pages – 14,90€ - hardback
diversity • Earth • travel • chance
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Next title: Emma in London
(October 2021)

Picture books
Emma in Tokyo

Emma in Rome

by Claire Frossard (text and illustrations)

by Claire Frossard (text and illustrations)

& Naohiro Ninomiya (photographs)

& Christophe Urbain (photographs)

It’s off to Tokyo for Emma, the globe-trot-

After Emma in New York (11,000 copies sold /

ting sparrow, on her fourth trip abroad!

Incorruptibles’ prize 2015) and Emma in Paris

Emma decides to return home to New York. But

(8,000 copies sold), follow our globetrotter

a hurricane blows her hot-air balloon off course

sparrow to a happy holiday in Rome! Colosseum,

– all the way to Japan! “Konnichiwa,” says a

Villa Borghese, Trevi Fountain, the Roman Forum

friendly cat, “Welcome to Tokyo!”

... Explore all the emblematic places of Rome

Emma finds it all very strange. But with the help

in an adventure full of surprises. Charming

of her new friend, and the unexpected help of

characters of Claire Frossard on the background

some little yokaï ghosts, she embarks on a discovery of the Japanese capital and then

of beautiful photos by Christophe Urbain unlock the secret places of Rome, reveal the

finds her way home.

great gourmet breaks and tell amusing anecdotes.

With Emma, we fly over Tokyo’s brightly-lit skyscrapers, we take a bath in an onsen, we

21,6 x 30,5 cm – 56 pages – 14,90€ - hadback

taste mochi and we join in the Japanese children’s festival!

travel • friendship • Rome

21,6 x 30,5 cm – 48 pages – 14,90€ - hadback
Japan • travel • discovering the world
Sur le chemin du retour, Emma s’arrête
devant le palais impérial pour souffler un peu.
Tous ces objets sont bien lourds à porter
pour une petite moinelle !
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5+ years

Picture books

5+ years
Zoé, Tom, Mao and Lila go to school
by Sandrine Beau & Maurèen Poignonec
The first day of school is a big day for children,
their parents and their teachers too!
Today is the first day of school! Zoé, Tom and Mao
are entering the first grade. Zoé is scared of joining
the big kids. Who could better protect her than her
little kitten Minouchat? Whoop! She hides him in her
backpack. Tom isn’t scared of anything! But when his
older sister tells him that the teacher is an ogre and
that her favorite meal is first-grader soup, he’s not so

sure he wants to go to school… At Mao’s house, the alarm clock didn’t go off, breakfast was

The Super Smart Princess and the Battle of the Wits

burnt and her mom forgot the keys… It’s a real nightmare and they might even arrive late!

by Sabrina Inghilterra & Jules

In the latest story, the teacher narrates this exciting and eventful first day of school!
17 x 24 cm - 64 pages - 13.9 € - hardback

Who will defeat the super smart princess in the battle of the wits?

school • humor • first grade • fiction

The super smart princess knows everything about everything. This makes
her father proud but worries her mother: life isn’t all about books! One day,
the queen decides to organize a battle of the wits, in order to entertain her
daughter. Who will ask a question that stumps the princess? This funny new
picture book flips the classic fairy tale on its head. You won’t find any dragons
to slay here, but rather a battle of the wits, full of riddles and brain-twisters
that the reader is invited to solve alongside the princess.
19 x 27 cm – 40 pages – 14,90€ - hardback
princess • accepting oneself • education • girls’ role in the world
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Picture books

Little Pea and the Coat with One Hundred Pockets
by Laure Dorsemaine & Aki
Little Pea wears a magic coat full of things to help his friends! So, when Banana gets
a flat tire on his bicycle, Little Pea digs into pocket n°36 and reveals a round plate,
the perfect replacement for a wheel! When Cucumber twists an ankle? Using two
rulers (pocket n°62) and 100 meters of rope (pocket n°63), Little Pea makes a brace.
But when he arrives at Carrot’s place, disaster strikes! There’s no sign of the film he
was supposed to bring her, search as he might from pockets n°86 through n°100. Will
Little Pea find a solution?
This picture book will also help children to learn to count up to 100!
20.5 x 26 cm - 48 pages - 13.9 € - hardback
humour • friendship • imagination
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5+ years

Picture books

5+ years

A Thousand Billion Things To Do
by Loïc Clément & Anne Montel
Twelve colour plates show the “thousand billion things” to do and are the springboard
for a fascinating game “search and find” No need to be bored any more!
24,5 x 34,2 cm – 32 pages – 13,90 € - hardback
everyday life • humor • seek and find
Rights sold: Korean, complex Chinese, world English, Russian, Italian
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Picture books

5+ years
My Secrets
by Didier Lévy & Amélie Graux
“I have never told anyone that I was
in love with Antoine Bost…”. “I have

15

never told anyone where my first
treasure

is

hidden…”.

Sometimes

ashamed, sometimes jeaulous, always
endearing, a little girl reveals us her
secrets and emotions. This picture
book is full of grace that will charm
both big and small.
24 x 28 cm – 32 pages – 12,90 € - hardback

15 Stories to Day-Dream

secret • emotions

by various authors & illustrators

Rights sold: Korean

Discover 15 wonderful stories that will make you dream, laugh, be scared, travel
and make your heart beat faster. Through the pages, you will meet Tom Thumb, a
majestic dragon, a funny pirate, two sweethearts in love. A great collection of stories
to share with family or to enjoy alone.

AUTHOR Didier Lévy began his career as a
journalist before devoting himself entirely
to the writing of children’s books. He has
published more than 100 titles, including
the series “Jim Boussole” at Belin
Jeunesse, also illustrated by Amélie Graux.

36

ILLUSTRATOR Amélie Graux is passionate
about drawing since she was little. Graduate
of the Arts Décoratifs de Paris, she has already
illustrated more than twenty titles with her
wonderful colored pencils.

25 x 27 cm – 120 pages – 13,90 € - hardback
dream • laugh • travel • scare

Picture books

5+ years
INCORRUPTIBLES
PRIZE
2014
WINNER

Stop Reading!

Don’t You Love Me Any More?

Why not me?

Claire Gratias, Sylvie Serprix

Claire Gratias, Sylvie Serprix

Claire Gratias, Sylvie Serprix

Horatio is a most unusual little rat. He just loves books.

Until a short while ago, Horatio had a simple life,

Mr and Mrs Sparrow’s family is growing and, one by

Then, suddenly, something terrible happens, Horatio’s

ruled by just one passion: books. But ever since the

one, the fledglings spread their wings and take to

father confiscates all his son’s books! This picture book,

lovely Cassandra tugged at his heart-strings, things

the sky, all except Pierrot whose wings show no sign

full of humour and poetry, will give children a real taste

have become complicated...

of movement.

24 x 28 cm – 40 pages – 12,90 € - hardback

28 x 24cm – 40 pages – 12,90€ - hardback

24 x 28cm – 40 pages – 12,70€ - hardback

love • reading • family

growing up • self-knowledge • differences

reading • dreaming • family

Rights sold: simplified Chinese, Italian

Rights sold: Korean

for reading!

Rights sold: complex Chinese, simplified Chinese,
Hungarian, Korean, Romanian, Russian, Italian,
German
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Picture books

38

5+ years

Ogre, Cockatoo and Chocolate

The Flower of the Waves

Horses

Cécile Roumiguière, Barroux

Yves Pinguilly, Olivier Desvaux

Caroline Laffon, Catherine-Jeanne Mercier

Manon is a collector of words. The day she meets

This beautifully illustrated little book is full of

This beautiful “horse” alphabet book is inspired by

the ogre of the forest, she realizes that she has a

poetry, sensitivity and imagination: a book about an

different aspects of the equestrian world.

fatal weapon: a word!

exceptional little girl and her world of dreams.

28 x 35 cm – 64 pages – 19,90 € - hardback

24 x 28cm – 40 pages – 12,70€ - hardback

24 x 28cm – 32 pages – 13,70€ - hardback

horses • words • History

words • ogre • solidarity

sea • childhood • freedom

Rights sold: Korean

Right sold: Russian

Pablo - The Most Unusual Pirate

Pablo - The Most Unusual Knight

Alain Chiche, Sylvain Diez

Alain Chiche & Sylvain Diez

20,5 x 24 cm - 40 pages - 11,70€ - hardback

20,5 x 24 cm - 40 pages - 11,70€ - hardback

pirate • animals •identity

knight • cooking • obedience

Picture books

5+ years

Jojo Parasol

I’m the Boss!

The Three Brothers

Didier Lévy, Nathalie Dieterlé

Luan Alban, Anne Montel

Françoise Jay, Sébastien Mourrain

War seems to have broken out in the savannah! Fighting,

Mathilda, expert in disobedience, has a great project:

Princess Nélina, has been kidnapped by the Spirit of the

insults, rotten fruit flying in all directions... But suddenly,

to fight against the horrific rules!

Ice. In desperation, the king asks for help from the three

Jojo arrives.

sons of his neighbour, the king of Hotland.

24 x 28 cm – 32 pages – 12,90 € - hardback

24 x 28 cm – 32 pages – 12,90€ - hardback

friendship • animals • savannah

childhood • growing up • civism

28 x 22,6 cm – 32 pages – 13,50 € -hardback

Rights sold: world English, simplified Chinese, Korean

Rights sold: Korean

tale • prince/princess • enigma
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Picture books

7+ years
Sindbad the sailor

Cosette

by Viviane Koenig & Sandrine Thommen

by Victor Hugo & Olivier Desvaux (ill.)

One of the best-known and most exci-

The poignant story of Cosette told in

ting stories from Tales of the Arabian

a magnificent picture book.

Nights.

Cosette is an orphan who lives with a

Sinbad is a young sailor with a thirst for

dreadful couple, the Thénardiers. They treat

adventure and the high seas. He decides

the poor child like their servant and make

to leave his native city of Baghdad and go

her work all the time. On Christmas evening,

off in search of new horizons. But great

they send her out to fetch water in the forest.

peril awaits him on the high seas, and the

There, a mysterious man comes to her aid.

uncharted lands he discovers are inhabited

His name is Jean Valjean....

by horrifying creatures… The seven voyages of Sinbad are not only fabulous

26 x 32,5 cm – 56 pages – 19,90 € - hardback

adventures but also lessons in wisdom.

childhood • classic • orphan

26 x 32,5 cm - 56 pages - 16,90 € - hardback

Rights sold: Russian

adventure • Tales of the Arabian nights
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Olivier Desvaux
Victor Hugo

Picture books

7+ years
Céline Lavignette Ammoun
Marie Caillou

LE

L

e lendemain, le prince est prêt.

T igre

GRAND MÉCHANT

Après de brefs adieux à ses parents et à son maître,
il saisit les rênes de son char et s’élance loin du palais de sa jeunesse.
Il fonce dans le désert avec son chien comme seule escorte.
Il savoure chaque instant de liberté : il dort à la belle étoile, chasse, se nourrit de gibier.
Après les rochers et les sables du désert, il découvre des champs, des palmiers,
des villages et un fleuve majestueux : le Nil. Il le longe avant de le traverser
sur un bateau de bois. Puis il galope à nouveau dans le désert.
Tout à sa joie, le prince ne voit ni le serpent ni le crocodile qui le suivent de loin…
Et son chien ne dit rien.

The Big Bad Tiger
by Céline Lavignette Ammoun & Marie Caillou
Once upon a time… there was a ravenous
Big Bad Tiger and three clever little sisters.
One day, Yuri, Kiku and Momo’s mother sets out
to visit their grandmother. She fills her basket
with rice balls, red bean cake and a bottle of
sake. In the bamboo forest, she crosses paths
with the Big Bad Tiger who gobbles her up in
one bite.
Then the beast heads straight for their home.

The Prince of Egypt

Knock, knock, knock, he bangs on the door. “Who is it?” the three sisters ask. “It’s me,

by Viviane Koenig & Sarah Loulendo

Obaasan, your grandmother!” The girls open the door for the old lady. But they quickly
notice that she has a tail, fur and sharp claws. It’s the Big Bad Tiger! The three little sisters will

Will the Prince of Egypt break the three curses cast upon him?

have to use their wits to escape the hungry tiger.

A cruel fate awaits the Prince of Egypt: he is cursed to die either by snake, crocodile

26 x 32.5 cm - 32 pages - 15,9 € - hardback

or dog. To protect his son, the Pharaoh builds a palace in the desert, far from the

tricks • fairy tales of the world • sisters

dangers of the outside world. When he grows up, with a heavy heart, his father
lets him leave. Finally free, the prince sets out on his travels. And fortune smiles
upon him: he successfully liberates the beautiful princess from the Kingdom of
Naharîn. His days pass happily, but his nights are plagued by terrible dreams.One

Il était une fois une mère qui vivait seule avec ses trois filles.
Yuri était l’aînée, Kiku, la cadette et Momo, la benjamine.
Un matin, elle vint les voir et leur dit :
– Mes jolies, je dois rendre visite à votre grand-mère qui est malade.
Promettez-moi d’être bien sages en mon absence.
Un peu inquiète, car elle n’avait encore jamais laissé ses filles seules, elle ajouta :
– Surtout, n’ouvrez à personne !
– Promis ! répondirent en chœur les trois sœurs.
Elle déposa dans son panier des boulettes de riz, un gâteau de haricot rouge,

day, the prince reveals his awful secret to his wife. The magical princess promises

une bouteille de saké et elle se mit en route.

to save the prince from the three curses that follow him everywhere he goes…
26 x 32.5 cm – 32 pages – 15,90 € - hardback
fairy tales of the world • curse • Egypt
Rights sold: Italian
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7+ years / adult
How nice! My daily emotions
and adventures

Christophe Loupy
Colonel Moutarde

by Christophe Loupy & Colonel Moutarde
Mes émotions et mes petites joies
de tous les jours

A feel-good picture book for toddlers!
Share little cute rituals with Maxou and Juliette in order
to become more attentive to everything that surrounds
you, as well as to yourself. A delightful story that will
give you lots of ideas for how to appreciate the little
joys of everyday life.
24 x 17 cm – 40 pages – 13,90 € - hardback
emotions • happiness • growing up

41001504_trop chouette_booklet.indd 1

23/04/2018 15:05

Backpacking to Compostela
A family hike from Le Puy-en-Velay to Santiago de Compostela
by Aurélie Derreumaux & Laurent Granier (text), Charline Picard (ill.)
A legendary 1,000 mile route seen through the eyes of a child
It took Aurélie, Laurent and their two children four months to walk to Santiago
de Compostela, taking the most famous route: from Le Puy-en-Velay to
Cahors, then from Cahors to Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port. This was an amazing
family project in which the voyage itself became the best school of life
possible: both parents and children learned to develop an openness to
others, to share, and to observe nature.
25 x 27 cm - 72 pages - 14,90 € - hardback
Santiago de Compostela • travelling
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Fairy tales

7+ years
Puss in Boots

The Town Musicians of Bremen

Charles Perrault, André Bouchard

Brothers Grimm, Julie Falques
When the miller dies, his youngest
Four animals past their prime decide

son only inherits a cat. But it’s a very

to seek their fortune together. On

special cat who promises to make his

their way to Bremen, where they

new master’s fortune, in exchange

hope to become town musicians,

for a pair of boots and a bag…

they come across a cottage belonging to a gang of dangerous brigands. By

35 x 28 cm – 32 pages – 16,90 € - hardback

means of an unlikely sequence of events, the animals manage to scare the

world tale • magic

brigands out of their wits.

Rights sold: simplified Chinese

35 x 28 cm – 32 pages – 16,90 € - hardback
classic fairy tale • music
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Fairy tales

7+ years
Jack And The
Magic Beanstalk

The Dragon Prince
by Marie Diaz & Olivier Desvaux

Christophe Bourges
A fascinating Scandinavian tale. A king and a
A breathtaking version of this colorful

Queen who could not conceive, a valiant prince

tale that will seduce young and old.

and a terrifying dragon.

28 x 35 cm – 32 pages – 14,90 € -

28 x 35 cm – 32 pages – 14,90 € - hardback

hardback

world tale • dragon • fantastic

classic fairy tale • trick • magic
Rights sold: Korean
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Fairy tales

7+ years
Beauty and the Beast

Bakari and His
Ten Brothers

Cécile Roumiguiere, Aurélia Fronty

Yves Pinguilly, Frédéric Mansot
A new version of The Beauty and the
Beast, a fairy tale first transcribed

Deep in the African bush lived a

by Madame de Beaumont and later

chief of a village and his eleven

adapted by Jean Cocteau.

wives. Each wife had a son and the
chief loved them all… except one,

35 x 28 cm – 64 pages – 20,90 € - hardback

Bakari. When Bakari went to till the fields he only had a clay shovel and an old goat

classic fairy tale • beast

to ride whilst his brothers had fine horses. But one evening, the genie of the forest
appeared to Bakari…
35 x 28 cm – 32 pages – 16,90 € - hardback
World tale • Africa
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Fairy tales

7+ years
Falada and the Princess

The King’s Cucumbers

Béatrice Renard, Aurélia Fronty

Évelyne Brisou-Pellen, Judith Gueyfier

A delightful and astonishing adaptation

In the gardens of Angkor, we meet a tyrannical

of the Grimm Brothers’ The Goose Girl

king, a talented gardener and a Princess full
of courage. Wonderful illustrations by Judith
Gueyfier.

28 x 35 cm – 32 pages – 14,90 € hardback
classic tale • autonomy • prince/princess

28 x 35 cm – 32 pages – 14,90 € - hardback
world tale • autonomy
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Fairy tales

7+ years
The True Story of the Trojan Horse
Viviane Koenig, Marie Caillou
Do you know that a Golden Apple started the Trojan
War? Do you know the gods pulled the strings of this
interminable conflict since the beautiful Helen was
kidnapped? Discover who gives the idea of the wooden
horse to Ulysses and how was conceived the most
mythical tricks... A captivating epic with enchanting
illustrations.

AUTHOR Viviane Koenig is an historian.
She is a brilliant teacher and author. She
writes historical novels for young readers,
mythological narratives and non-fiction
books which are exciting and faithful to
History.
ILLUSTRATOR Marie Caillou draws
everything: kimonos, walls, mugs, comics
and picture books. She studied at the
School of Decorative Arts of Strasbourg,
did cartoons studies in Brussels and
published in France and Japan.

28 x 35 cm – 40 pages – 15,90 € – hardback
mythology • Antiquity • war • love
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Fairy tales

The Toundra Girl and the Evil Spirit
Marie Diaz, Olivier Desvaux
In the coldest lands in the world there lived a girl without
a family. She was proud and free and her only company
was a herd of reindeers. Protected by the songs of her
disappeared people, she had everything she needed. Until
one morning a threatening shadow arised on the horizon.
28 x 35 cm – 32 pages – 15,90 € - hardback
Tale of the world • fear • freedom • love
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7+ years

AUTHOR Marie Diaz, author, illustrator
and storyteller, she studied graphic arts
at Émile Cohl School. After Invisible and
The Dragon Prince, this is her 3rd album
published by Belin.
ILLUSTRATOR Olivier Desvaux studied in
the Arts Décoratifs in Paris. Oil painting is
his favorite technique. Behind the scenes
of the opera, from Paris to San Francisco,
he takes every opportunity to paint.
Following The Flower of the Waves and
The Dragon Prince, this is his 3rd picture
book published by Belin.

Picture books

Learning & Activity
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4+ years

Learning and activity
50 activities to muscle to muscle
your brain

I learn how to count
A Complete Method for Learning the Numbers
from 1 to 20, and Learning How to Count

The Boscher games workbook to help

This book introduces numbers and how to manipulate

you learn and beef up your brain.

quantities (increasing from small quantities to larger

Mazes, sudokus, jumbled words, guessing

ones) in 7 progressive, themed sequences. Each one

games, magic colouring sheets, anagrams,

follows the same pattern:

riddles, mandalas… A host of fun games

1. Recognizing a written figure and associating it with

to play. And when they play them, children

the corresponding quantity.

are working, thinking and making progress

2. Writing the figure.

without realising it:

3. Counting quantities and solving simple problems.

• They are playing with words,

4. Comparing, breaking down and completing sets.

• They are manipulating numbers and quantities,

19,5 x 27 cm - 6,95€ - 64 pages - paperback

• They are concentrating, observing and developing their analytical skills.
Strong points

My Magic Coloring Book

• 50 games and activities for learning in a different and fun way.

The book is made of up three parts, each one focusing

• A fun approach to learning that overcomes children’s and parents’ complexes.

on a basic skill taught in nursery school:

• Activities that use the most important skills learned in primary school: fine

1. Graphic skills: preparatory coloring sheets to loosen

motor skills, language, arithmetic and deduction.

up the fingers and learn how to color correctly.

18,5 x 25 cm – 96 pages – 4,95€ - paperback

2. Pre-reading skills: coloring sheets for recognising

Boscher • brain • learning

letters in ball-and-stick, script and cursive writing, and
associating them with their sounds.
3. Number skills: coloring sheets for identifying the
numbers up to 10, memorising the different ways they

Also available in the “Learn differently” series
by Boscher:
How I can concentrate better:
a big success of Belin Education: 10,500 copies
sold since June 2019
see page 52
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are drawn and doing simple sums.
18,5 x 25 cm - 4,95€ - 32 pages - paperback

6+ years
How I Can Concentrate Better
by Barbara Arroyo

10,500
copies
sold!

100 activities to give children more brain power and learn how
to concentrate better.
Both teachers and parents have noticed that children today have real
problems concentrating in class and at home. This book presents a
method for learning how to concentrate better, in three stages:
1. What science has to tell us about understanding the workings of
one’s brain and one’s body.
2. Varied activities to do alone or at home.
3. Tests and practical advice.
This is an exhaustive work dealing with the many different facets of concentration: control of one’s body and

My Big Book of Things To

emotions, attention span, the ability to organise oneself, memorisation…

80 creative activities for children to do at home with their families – it’s

As they progress through the book, children will find out about their brains and how to increase their brain power

all about having fun together and learning things at the same time!

by means of various activities. By doing daily exercises, they will be able to learn more easily without any trouble.
23,6 x 17,5 cm – 95 pages – 7,90€ - paperback

22 x 29 cm - 7,20€ -7,60€ - 80 pages - paperback

Boscher • concentration • learning
Créer

Rights sold: Greek, Ukrainian, Russian languages

Découvrir les maths

Matériel
1 assiette en carton

Avec cet atelier, votre enfant…
• développe son habileté manuelle
• utilise des objets de récupération
pour créer une œuvre

objets de récupération
(boutons, bouchons…)

Avec cet atelier, votre enfant…
• découvre un objet permettant
de se mesurer
• compare des tailles

feutres
1 règle graduée
ruban adhésif

Éta��

1

L’assiette sert de
support au visage
de ton personnage.
Tu peux décider de faire
une fille ou un garçon.

Éta��

colle

ruban

Éta��

2

Choisis deux objets pour
les yeux : tu peux utiliser
des boutons, des petits
cailloux, des marrons,
de petits dés, ou encore
des jetons…

Construire une toise

4

Colle les différentes parties
du visage à leur place. Tu peux
aussi ajouter des lunettes,
une écharpe, une barbe…

8

Des fleurs

ton doudou

3

Avec d’autres objets, réalise
le nez, les cheveux, la bouche.
Puis fais des essais pour
l’expression du visage
(souriante, étonnée, fâchée…)
en donnant différentes formes
à la bouche et au regard.

Un peintre, Giuseppe Arcimboldo, aimait
imaginer des visages amusants. Découvre
ses œuvres sur Internet ou dans un musée.
Entoure les objets qu’il peignait sur ses visages.

Éta��

gommettes

4 feuilles A4
cartonnées

brins de laine

Réaliser
un visage amusant

Matériel

Éta��

1

Avec le ruban adhésif, assemble
les 4 feuilles dans le sens de
la hauteur pour former une bande
verticale. Demande à un adulte
de tracer une ligne verticale
à gauche et d’indiquer les
centimètres de 5 en 5 jusqu’à 110.

Colorie en jaune
l’enfant le plus
grand et en bleu
le plus petit.

Éta��

2

Avec les feutres
et les gommettes,
décore la toise
sans cacher
les graduations.

Éta��

3

Avec l’aide de l’adulte,
accroche la toise à un
mur. Le bas de la bande
doit toucher le sol.
Tiens-toi bien droit(e)
contre la bande.
Demande à l’adulte
de faire un repère sur
la toise juste au-dessus
de ta tête et d’indiquer
la date. Ensuite, mesure
ton doudou.

Des légumes

Des boutons

Des fruits

9
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Learning and activity

+ flashcodes to practice English words

All my kindergarten program

Get Ready for Nursery School!

2-6 years

+ 90 reusable stickers

2-3 years

3-4 years

4-5 years

100 000
copies
sold over the
collection

5-6 years

A new generation of all-in-one workbooks for the
kindergarten! Each book contains 11 topics (toys, at
the doctor, in the park etc.), divided into five thematic
sections: vocabulary, reading, writing, math and discovery.
22 x 29 cm - 6,90€ -7,60€ - 72-96 pages - paperback
Rights sold: Russian

5-6 years. I go to school!
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3+ years
My Little Blackboards
26,5 x 20 cm - 6,95€- 16 cardboard pages (all titles except I learn to tell time)

NEW
DESIGN!

Drawing

Upper-case Letters

Numbers

Lower-case Letters

My First Additions

Letters & Numbers

Colours

Shapes

Discover a series of activity books with playful
approach to acquire first writing skills. An
erasable pen allows to practice again and again!
I Learn to Tell the Time
29,7 x 21 - 7,99€ - 16 cardborad pages
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4+ years

Learning and activity

My Little Workbooks 4+
Various and fun activities on different subjects in an easy to carry format for children aged 4 and up.
18,5 x 25 cm - 4,95€ - 32 pages - paperback
new edition!

Cursive Letters

Discovering the World

30 000+
copies
sold!

30 000+
copies
sold!

Drawing

Capital Letters

Sounds
Retro
illustrations

new edition!
10 443
copies sold

My Workbook of Life Rules
+ 80 stickers!
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Numbers (new ed.)

22,000
copies sold

I learn how to draw
19,5 x 27 cm - 6,95€ - 64 pages

I Learn to Count
19,2 x 26,4 cm - 4,95€ - 32 pages - hardback

5+ years
My Little Workbooks 5+
Various and fun activities on different subjects in an easy to carry format for children aged 5 and up.
18,5 x 25 cm - 4,95€ - 32-40 pages - paperback
21 337
copies
sold!

7 222
copies
sold!

My Workbook of

My Workbook of Writing. Writing

Math Problems

an essay.

My Boscher Satchel
All the fundamentals of the

Mental Math (new ed.)

My Math Workbook

My Workbook of
Writing: Letters

39 867
copies
sold!

I Learn to Write
Children will learn to trace letters step-by-step.

Boscher method in a pocket

Transparent flaps allow to write and erase in order

format along with 153 cards

to practice again and again!

to play 16 different games.

23,5 x 18,5 x 2 cm - 11,95€ - 72

21,9 x 28,4 cm - 7,95€ - 72 pages
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5+ years

Learning and activity

Maxime & Clara story books

- new lay-out
- 16 tilles
available in the
series!

First reading books divided into three levels of difficulty adapted for all early readers. Each title
contains activities, an illustrated dictionary and excercises for better understanding of the text!
16 x 20,5 cm - 5,20€ - 32 pages - hardback

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Let’s ride a Bike!

To the pool!

To the water!

That’s Delicious!

Abracadabra!

Clara is in love!

Let’s Garden!

Let’s Have a Party!

Back to School!

You are not my friend anymore!

To London!

At a Trot!

A new Friend!

Hurrah to cantine!

To Paris!

Origami!

My Photo Album: Kindergarten and Primary School

Maxime & Clara
First Reading Kit
The kit contains three volumes
of Maxime & Clara:
- Abracadabra
- At a trot
- Let’s garden
+ a set of stickers to customise

35 x 23,7 cm - 13,50€ - 16 pages - hardback
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35 x 23,7 cm - 14,99€ - 24 pages - hardback

16 x 21 cm - 15,60€ - 3 books

school workbooks!

6+ years
COLIBRI: first reading series, specially designed for children having difficulties with reading.
- each title is based on guidelines developped by a team of scientists and teachers;
- renowed French authors;
- focus on lisibility and layout to facilitate reading;
- various activities, quizzes and tests for better results.

- Tested and
approved by speech
therapists and
teachers
- 22 tilles available
in the series!

15 x 19 cm – 40-56 pages – 7.9 € - soft cover

Under the same star

Adventures at the ranch

Panic at the Backstage

Hercule Navet investigates

Antoine Dole, Amélie Dufour

Yann Le Bras, Séverine Vidal

Olivier Muller, Clotka

Stéphane Daniel, Maurèen Poignonec René Gouichoux, Thérèse Bonté

The Sirius Company

Pharaoh’s Curse

Gérard Moncomble, Églantine Ceulemans Olivier Muller, Clotka

Lea’s Holidays

Jules the Hunter

Placido

Clumsy Fairy

Jean Leroy, Bérengère Delaporte

Yves Grevet, Christophe Merlin

Jean-Philippe Arrou-Vignod
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6+ years

Learning and activity

My Little Methods
M$a $petite $histoIre

de $l‘art

Ma petite histoire des arts

ctivités
Un cahier d’a
r découvrir
et de jeux pou œuvres
et les
les artistes
tiques
ma
d’art emblé

16.5 x 22.8 cm - 96 pages - 9,90 € - soft cover

My Little Book of Art History

My Little History

My First Book of Science

of Religions

My Workbook of Drawing

6-8
ans

Cahier de

dessin

Learn the basic rules of perspective, how
to draw objects or landscapes, how to
draw animals, people or abstract figures

• Des pas à pas détaillés
• 25 dessins modèles
• Du papier

in step-by-step easy to follow lessons!

offert

19 x 28 cm - 32 pages - 5,95 € - paperback
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My Little Informatics

My Little Book

Lessons

of Life Rules

My Little Mythology

2+ years

The Pompon Family
Meet eight funny little cats as they go about their daily lives in a series of « trailbooks »!
23 x 16 cm - 8,90€ - 20-24 cardboard pages
Rights sold: simplified Chinese

Days of the Week

My Ludidoc

Colours

Opposites

Numbers

Shapes

21 x 21 cm - 10,90€ - 18 pages with flaps, stickers and a poster

A series of non-fiction activity books for children that combines a story, information boxes, search-and-find game,
a removable poster for coloring, reusable stickers and a quizz!

4+ years

Becoming a Knight

Let’s Dance!

In the Forest!

By theSea!

Giddy Up!

A Pirate’s Life

Your Royal Highness

Let’s Drive!
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Fiction

First
READING

5-6 years
First reading series with extra features to make reading fun. Each volume contains reading
games, mini visual dictionary, facts to find out about the story, follow-up activities and more!
• Real novels in miniature designed to give young readers a taste for reading.
• 3 distinct reading levels to suit everyone.
• An excellent layout which clearly shows the progression from one level to the next.
• A lot of “extras” to accompany the text and take it further.

Bind-up

4 Funny Stories to Read by Yourself
Four funny stories with a cat (Wow! What a Cat!), a ghost (Adopt a
Ghost), Indians (Strange Birds) and silly things (The Silliest Possible
Thing Ever)! This collection contains four stories for children who
are just beginning to read. Short sentences, everyday vocabulary,

My Life as a Cat

Munch, Munch, Munch, the Mosquito

simple sounds and funny characters will help to read with pleasure!

Valérie Weishar Giuliani, Thierry Manès

Sandrine Beau, Loïc Méhée

The bind-up contains: 1 jacket turning into a poster to color, 2

First Reading - Level 1

First Reading - Level 1

Pacha the cat was living like a king until the day

The mosquito, king of the pests

little baby Jules was born…

14,5 x 19 cm – 32 pages – 5,90 € - soft cover with flaps

14,5 x 19 cm – 128 pages – 11,90 € - soft cover

14,5 x 19 cm – 32 pages – 5,90 € - soft cover with flaps

mosquitos • animals • imagination

animals • family • humor

birth of a little brother or sister • humor

activity cards with 4 DIY steps, 4 cards to customize and color, 2
bookmarks.
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First
READING

Ses amis en veulent
une aussi.

Qui gagnera le défi ?
INDIEN

HU MOU R

Je découvre la lecture.
Je commence à lire tout seul.
Je sais lire tout seul.

→ Un mini-dico
→ Des jeux
→ Un quiz

Caroline
Attia

-:HSMHKB=V^X\UU:

Je commence à lire tout seul.

Carine Dgébari
Poignonec
JeMaurèen
sais lire tout
seul.

Ses amis en veulent
une aussi.

Qui gagnera le défi ?
POUX

→ Un mini-dico
→ Des jeux
→ Un quiz

-:HSMHKB=V^X\UU:

Je commence à lire tout seul.
Je sais lire tout seul.
Thérèse

Sacrés

poux !
Anne-Claire Lévêque • Loïc Méhée

+ En bonus :
→ Un mini-dico
→ Des jeux
→ Un quiz

Bonté

ISBN 978-2-7011-9370-0

H
-: SMHKB=V^X\UU:

My dad’s mysterious job

Léon, my miniature dragon

My anger and me

Sneaky Lice!

Caroline Attia

Karine Djébari, Maurèen Poignonec

Thérèse Bonté

Anne-Claire Lévêque, Loïc Méhée

First Reading - Level 1

First Reading - Level 1

First Reading - Level 1

First Reading - Level 1

Help me guess my dad’s job!

A miniature dragon at home!

Camille has a solution for managing his

Help, the queen has lice!

My dad leaves for work when I go to

Tim’s best friend is named Léon: he is tiny,

anger…

The Queen’s crown is itchy. Her loyal

bed. What do you think he does? Is he

has two wings and spits fire. He’s the most

Camille is almost always nice, except

servant gets out his magnifying glass

a firefighter? An opera dancer? A secret

adorable of miniature dragons! But taking

when everything goes wrong…. That’s

and notices some tiny invaders; LICE!

agent? I have to investigate!

care of a dragon requires a lot of work…

when he gets angry! To calm the storm,

He’s about to chase them out when they

profession • family

dragon • friendship • humor

there’s a solution: he does the lion! What

mount their defense…

if that technique also worked with his

lice • humor • queen

grumpy parents?
emotions • anger • family
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Premières Lectures

HUM OUR

Je découvre la lecture.

+ En bonus :

ISBN 978-2-7011-9370-0

5,10 €

ISBN 978-2-7011-9370-0

moi

Ce matin, Tibison porte

une plume d’aigle sur la tête.

HUMOUR

Je découvre la lecture.

+ En bonus :

Ma colère
et

UN DRAGON DANS MA POCHE

dragon

CP

début CP

Qui gagnera le défi ?

Ce matin, Tibison porte

une plume d’aigle sur la tête.

début

Des livres conçus pour découvrir
le plaisir de lire.

5,10 €

une aussi.

mon mini

Premières Lectures

70119370

papa

UN DRAGON DANS MA POCHE

Ses amis en veulent

de mon

Léon

CP

début CP

une plume d’aigle sur la tête.

début

Des livres conçus pour découvrir
le plaisir de lire.

5,10 €

mystère

Ce matin, Tibison porte

Premières Lectures

70119370

métier

IND IE N

début CP

CP
UN DRAGON DANS MA POCHE

Le

début

Des livres conçus pour découvrir
le plaisir de lire.

70119370

UN DRAGON DANS MA POCHE

Premières Lectures

14,5 x 19 cm – 32 pages – 5,90 € - soft cover

début CP

début

CP

5-6 years

First
READING

Sioux
Bravo les cuistots !

Christophe Loupy
Romain Guyard

CP

milieu

CP

Premières Lectures

Errol

ne veut pas faire

Tous à la danse !

milieu

Premières Lectures

Les petits

Drôles d'oiseaux !
LES PETITS SIOUX

14,5 x 19 cm – 32 pages – 5,90 € - soft cover

Errol ne veut pas faire comme les autres !

début

CP

5-6 years

comme les autres !

Premières Lectures

Tous à la

danse !
Chapitre 1

Cécile Elma Roger • Anne-Lise Combeaud

Anne-Claire Lévêque
Mary-Gaël Tramon

Jour de danse
Comme tous les samedis, Lucie attend
sa meilleure amie Nina devant l’école
de danse. Jamais elles ne manquent

milieu CP

Mais aujourd’hui, Nina est très en
milieu CP

début CP

un cours.
Leur grand rêve, c’est de devenir des
petits rats de l’Opéra de Paris.
retard . Lucie s’inquiète…

7

Well done, chefs!

Errol wants to do something different

Everybody Dance!

Christophe Loupy, Romain Guyard

Cécile Roger & Anne-Lise Combeaud

Anne-Claire Lévêque & Mary-Gaël Tramon

“The Little Sioux” sereis - First Reading - Level 1

First Reading - Level 2

First Reading - Level 2

A humorous story about being different
A gourmet mission for the Little Sioux!

to help children deal with the way they

Getting boys as well as girls to dance!

Today, the Little Sioux have a gourmet

are and make the most of their talents!

Every Saturday, Nina and Lucie go to their

mission: make corncake for their moms

Errol is really grumpy this morning. He is

dance class. But this Saturday, Nina can’t

and dads. It would be even better if they

fed up with being like the other pigeons.

concentrate. When the dance teacher gets

added a ladle of honey! Will they manage

Then he sees some bees going about

angry, Nina tells her that the only thing she

to brave the bees for the delight of the

their business… Eureka! Errol now knows

can think about is getting her revenge on Milo,

tribe?

what he wants to do: he will be the first

a football fan who calls her “Namby-pamby

adventure • cooking • humor

pigeon ever to make honey. After all,

Tu-Tu”. Will Nina manage to prove to Milo

Four titles available in the series “The

pigeons and bees are almost the same,

that dancing isn’t just for girls and football

Little Siuox”

aren’t they? Maybe not… Errol ends up

isn’t just for boys?

Deva
pens
rentr
Mais
toujo
– Nin
soud
La pe
comm

finding out that pigeons can make nice
things too
identity • difference

dance • boys/girls differences
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First
READING

6 years
14,5 x 19 cm – 32 pages – 5,90 € - soft cover
CE1 Premières Lectures

DIX À TABLE

Quand le nouveau chaton

Un anniversaire géant

de Louison disparaît, tout le monde

Anne-Claire Lévêque • Mioz

se lance à sa recherche...

Mon premier tournoi

Notre apprentie chevalier
le retrouvera-t-elle ?
M OY E N ÂGE

bonus :

ANI M AUX

n mini-dico
es jeux
avis du
cteur

+ En bonus :
→ Un mini-dico
→ Des jeux
→ L’avis du
lecteur

Au secours du chaton !

r

Au secours du chaton !

Dix à table

CHEVALIER LOUISON

Un anniversaire géant

CE1 Premières Lectures

Chevalier

Louison

Au
Mon
secours
premier
dutournoi
chaton !
Florence Cadier • Caroline Ayrault

Une collection conçue
pour découvrir le plaisir de lire !
CE1

CE1

Je découvre la lecture.
Je commence à lire tout seul.
Je sais lire tout seul.

ISBN 978-2-410-01623-9

ISBN 978-2-410-01626-0

9:HSMELA=UV[WX^:

9:HSMELA=UV[W[U:

5,90 € ttc france

5,90 € ttc france

01/02/2019 10:05
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41001626_chevalier_Louison_couv 2.indd 1-3

30/01/2019 18:16

An Awesome Birthday!

My first tournament

Kitten in danger! To the rescue!

How I overcame my shyness

Anne-Claire Lévêque & Mioz

Florence Cadier, Caroline Ayrault

Caroline Ayrault & Florence Cadier

Céline Lavignette-Ammoun,

First Reading - Level 3, the ‘10 at table” series

“Knight Louison” series - First Reading - Level 3

“Knight Louison” series - First Reading - Level 3

Mélanie Roubineau

When Plume the kitten disappears, Loui-

First Reading - Level 3

A new series based on a delightful step-

A new book series with a heroine who is

son investigates!

family!

(almost) always fearless!

Louison and Éloi are looking forward to

Humor and really helpful advice for

It’s all hustle and bustle today for the

The young knight Louison is about to

seeing their cousin Astrid, who is coming

overcoming shyness!

Plusse family! The twins, Adèle and

participate in her first tournament! And

to visit them from a far-off country. She

On Monday, Mia must share her favorite

Émile, will soon be 8 years old and they

one thing is certain: she must win the

arrives with an armful of presents for

object with the entire class. She is

want to have an AWESOME birthday

pony event. But during training, Louison

them. Louison is delighted when she

terrified: her presentation is going to be

party! “Easy as pie,” thinks Émile. But

has a bad fall that shakes her confidence.

opens hers: it’s Plume, an adorable little

a huge failure! Luckily, her grandfather

their stepsisters Alice and Violette, their

Will she manage to overcome her fear?

kitten. But, while they are having tea,

Nono will help her overcome her shyness

stepbrothers Félix and Louis, and their

knight • pony • fear

Plume disappears. Louison goes in search

and regain her self-confidence.

little brother Oscar are going to have

of her… But, to find her, she is going to

their say…

have to get help from an unexpected ally:

shyness • self-confidence •

family • twins • birthday

Loup, her sworn enemy!

presentation

investigation • help • cat

First
READING

5-6 years
14,5 x 19 cm – 32 pages – 5,10 € - soft cover with flaps

1. Who’s the Best Fisherman?
2. Strange Birds
“The little Sioux” series

1. Afternoon Naps And Rain! How Boring!
2. The Piano and the Bike, It’s Tough
“The Louise’s Fancies” series

1. Champions in the pool
2. Adopt a Ghost
“The Gaspard and Archy” series

Christophe Loupy, Romain Guyard

Thérèse Bonté

Élisabeth Dumont-Le Cornec, Laure du Faÿ

Indians • humor • fishing

imagination • humor

pool • ghost • family

At the Zoo

Wow, What a Cat!

Jules the Adventurer

Yves Pinguilly, Chloé Perarnau

Please Don’t Kiss Me!
Private Detective series

Sandrine Beau, Loïc Méhée

Philippe Jalbert

zoo • animals • friendship

Didier Lévy, Amélie Graux

imagination • humor

everyday life • humor

inquiry • humur • mystery

The Silliest Possible
Thing Ever
Céline Claire, Marion Puech
imagination • humor
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First
READING

66

5-6 years
14.5 x 19 cm - 40 pages - 5.40€ - soft cover with flaps

Noah’s Ark

Babel’s Tower

Jonah and the Whale

Viviane Koenig,

Viviane Koenig,

Viviane Koenig, Hélène Chetaud

Charlotte des Ligneris

Thibaut Rassat

religion • sea • adventures

religion • animals

religion • language

Cinderella and the
Extraordinary Slippers
“Once Upon a Time” series, vol.1

Mission Impossible for the Brave
Little Tailor
“Once Upon a Time” series, vol. 2

Éric Pruneauboise, Lili la Baleine

Éric Pruneauboise, Lili la Baleine

tale • humor

tale • humor

1. Malika’s Wager
2. Lou Wants to Dance
“The Gala Dance Academy” series

1. A House for Mimile
2. Save Mimile
“Guinea Pig at Primary School” series

1. A Magical Birthday
2. Timousse Doesn’t Want a Little Sister
“Seafaring Robinson Family” series

Anne-Claire Lévêque, Isabelle Maroger

Sylvie de Mathuisieulx, Mylène Rigaudie

Florence Cadier, Caroline Hüe

dance • friendship

animals • school

pirat • birthday • new baby

First
READING

6 years
14.5 x 19 cm - 40 pages - 5.40€ - soft cover with flaps

The Magic Glasses
Sylvie Baussier, Bérengère Delaporte

A Genius Birthday
“The Genie’s Challenge” series

Toctoc in Love

Ghislaine Biondi, Zelda Zonk

amour • imagination

Sylvie Baussier, Peggy Nille

How to transform a little grumpy boy
into a jolly fellow?

With Aladin and Sami, his blundering

bad mood • friendship • dog

genius, we learn to overcome little and
big challenges of everyday life.
birthday • magic • learning
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First
READING

The Thief of Oléron

“Detective Class” series, level 3

Who Saw Mr Cat?

Who’s Got it In for Mrs Poilvert?

A Ghost in Julos Bok’s House

by Claire Gratias, Clotka
Adèle Goupil

Our little detectives, Jules, Kim and Medhi,

JeLes
découvre
personnages
les mots
de l’histoire

Madame
Patience

are on a school trip to the Île d’Oléron. But
on the second day, the teacher’s camera
disappears! The Detective Class seizes the
opportunity for a new investigation. Little

Théo

Inès

Jules
Medhi

Jonas

by little, the clues lead to Jonas, a friend
of theirs who is being bullied by another
Chapitre 1

student....

Bienvenue
en classe verte�!

14,5 x 19 cm – 32 pages – 5,90 € - soft cover

Kim

Lundi 15 octobre, 14�h�00
Madame Patience et ses élèves vont passer
une semaine sur l’île d’Oléron. C’est leur

school bullying • investigation

première classe verte�!

Paolo

Kim, Jules et Medhi sont fous de joie�:
l’accompagnatrice est leur détective préférée,
Adèle Goupil.
– Tu crois qu’on aura un nouveau mystère
à résoudre�? lui demande Jules.
– Sait-on jamais�? Mais, d’abord, profitons

Rights sold: Korean (all titles)

de cette île magnifique�! répond Adèle.
En cadeau de bienvenue, chaque élève

2

3

reçoit des spécialités de la région.
5
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First
First
READING
READING

6 years
14,5 x 19 cm – 48 pages – 5,60 € - soft cover with flaps

Zelda the Bee Flies Backwards
“Stories of Brilliant Beasts” series

The Little Shepherd of the Wolves
“Stories of Brilliant Beasts” series

Mymi Doinet et Marc Giraud,

Mymi Doinet, Marc Giraud,

Coralie Vallageas

Coralie Vallageas

1. The Treasure of the Standing Stones
2. The Magical World of Zya
3. The First Day at School
“Tyl And The Little Elves” series

abeille • aventure • environnement

wolves • nature • animals

Sylvain Brégardis, Dankerleroux
fantasy • adventure

1. Homework Time!
2. A Birthday from Hell

A new, almost ordinary life
“Valentine, the Thunder Witch” series

Never Late Again
“My Monsters and Me” series

“Zac and Zou” series

Stéphanie Dunand-Pallaz, Céline Théraulaz

Caroline Laffon, Marie de Monti

Nathalie Suquet, Thérèse Bonté
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birthday • humor

monster • vie quotidienne
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First
First
more than
READING
READING
110 000

copies sold
in France!

Rights held: Worldwide
Pages: 64-72
5,90€ - 13,5 x 18,5 - paperback
18 titles available
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70

7+ years

Colonel Moutarde

ne

Mission Lu

Mission Lune

Daniel Picouly • Colonel Moutarde

Daniel Picouly

Back When Dinosaurs Roamed the Earth
The Moon Mission

(Volume N°18 of the Chabadas series)

(Volume N°17 of the Chabadas series)

by Daniel Picouly & Colonel Moutarde

by Daniel Picouly & Colonel Moutarde
An unbelievable adveture of the Chabadas completed by a spread

Our Chabadas go off looking for dinosaurs!

with facts and a quizz to discover the Apollo 11.

Something very special is happening: the ChaZorus, the oldest

13,5 x 18,5 cm - 64 pages - 5,90 € - paperback

ancestor of the cat, is being exhibited at the Cirque d’Hiver – a

space • moon • cats

circular theatre in Paris. But when Golden Eyes says she wants to
protect it, the Chabadas can hardly believe their ears. To get to
the bottom of the whole business, Pym and his friends are going
to follow the Matouvus to Dinosaur Island...
13,5 x 18,5 cm - 64 pages - 5,90 € - paperback
dinosaurds • adventure • cats

71

71

7+ years

Right sold: Spanish language
(selected titles)

72

Vol. 1. Pyms, the Big-Hearted
Hero

Vol. 2. Golden Eyes,
Superstar!

Vol. 3. Persan Versus
the Nînchas

Vol. 4. Bogart, the Great
Detective

Vol. 5. Colette in the Metro

Vol. 6. Love Story in
London

Vol. 7. The Mysterious
Secret of Nefertiti

Vol. 8. A Challenge in the
Coliseum
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First
READING

7+ years

Happy Families game with
Chabadas
13.5 x 18.5 cm - 208 pages - 12.50 €

Vol. 9. Gauls at the
Ready!

Vol. 10. The Four
Generous Knights

Vol. 11. Who will be the
King of Fire?

Daniel Picouly

Vol. 12. The Mysterious
Prisoner of Versailles

Colonel Moutarde

e

le Odyssé

L’Incroyab

Daniel Picouly (author) is a successful
writer and the creator of LuLu Vroumette,
an adorable frog, a picture books and a
TV animated series character.
Colonel

Moutard

(illustrator)

has

illustrated a lot of books with funny

Vol. 13. The Pyramid Trap

Vol. 14. One More Gold
Nugget!

Vol. 15. The Incredible
Odyssey

Vol. 16. The Invincible
Viking Ship

animals, as Sherlock Yark (Milan) or The
Story of the Lion Who Couldn’t Count
(Glénat).
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MyFirst
First
My
NOVELS
NOVELS

Pegasus’ Adventures

7-9 years
“The Heroes of the Mythology” series
14,5 x 19 cm – 56 pages –5,70 €

Viviane Koenig, Marta Orzel

Ariadne’s Thread
and the Minotaur

The King Midas with Golden Touch
and Donkey Ears

Odysseus, the Cyclops and the Master of the Winds

mythology • Pegasus

Viviane Koenig, Annette Marnat

Viviane Koenig, Clémence Paldacci

Viviane Koenig, Ewen Blain

mythology • love • monster

humor • naivete • music

mythology • travel • monster

Bind-up

Three Heroes of the Mythology: Odysseus, Ariadne A special edition of the Heroes of the Mythology series contains:
and King Midas
- one book containing three myths

de la

- one big poster with the information on the Ancient Greece
Viviane Koenig (author) & Annette Marnat, Clémence Pal-

- five cards with facts and a quiz

dacci, Ewen Blain (illustrators)

- four bookmarks
- two door hangers

et le roi Mida
Ulysse, Ariane

11,90 €

41001092

3
74

14.5 x 19 cm - 160 pages - 11.9€ - soft cover with jacket

de la

mythology • Ancient Greece • fiction
s
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7-9 years
“Veterinarian for Life” series

“Sam and Lucie’s Worlds” series

“Little Witch Josepha de la Luna” series

I Want To Be A Pirate!
I Want to Have a Unicorn!
Estelle Billon-Spagnol

14,5 x 19 cm - 72 pages - 6,10 €
spells • magic

T. 1 The Arrival of Minouchien
T. 2 Get Well Soon, Capucin!
T. 3 Minouchien Disappeared
T.4 Saving the Pony Club

T.1. Rescuing Olaf the Bear
T.2. Destination: a Comet
T.3. Treasure Under The Keel

Sylvie Baussier, Éva Chatelain

14,5 x 19 cm - 72 pages - 6,10 €

14,5 x 19 cm - 72 pages - 6,10 €

Adventure • discovery

Mymi Doinet, Philippe Willekens, Christine Circosta

animals • everyday life • veterinary
Rights sold: Hungarian
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My First
NOVELS

7-9 years

The Mystery of the Dog Thieves

The Mystery of the Headless Men

My Dear Gorilla

Christophe Loupy, Mary-Gaël Tramon

Christophe Loupy & Mary-Gaël Tramon

Nathalie Somers,

A School Trip, New Friends and Salted Butter

“The Four Aces Agency” series, Volume 1

“The Four Aces Agency” series, Volume 2

Gwenaëlle Doumont

Sandrine Beau, Marie Caudry

Maurane learns that dog thieves are

Headless men, kidnappings and stolen

Roxanne is preparing to spend the

Life isn’t easy for Coline: she has only

roaming the region. Her grandmother is

paintings: a new and exciting investigation

vacations of her dreams at Uncle Jo’s

just arrived at a new school where she

already on the case. Determined to help

for the Four Aces agency!

zoo. Very soon, she meets there Vanilla,

doesn’t know anyone when the teacher

her, Maurane gathers together a group of

This summer, the whole team embarks

a baby gorilla who has been abandoned

decides to organize a school trip to the

friends

on a camping adventure in the wild! The

by

countryside! Soon she makes a discovery

“Four Aces” and their grandmothers

volunteers to take care of him.

that changes everything: a piano!

14,5 x 19 cm – 64 pages –6,10 €

14,5 x 19 cm – 48 pages – 5,70 €

animals • friendship • mutual aid

humor • friendship • music

14,5 x 19 cm – 72 pages – 6,10 €

meet up for a seaside vacation, at Uncle

investigation • friendship

Jo’s place. But nothing goes as planned…
14.5 x 19 cm - 72 pages - 6.10€
investigation • adventure • friends
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his

mother.

Shocked,

Roxanne

My First
NOVELS

7-9 years

My Neighbour the Monster

The Sky Trial

Grandad in Love

Sabrina Inghilterra & Max de Radiguès

Pascal Brissy & Raphaël Beuchot

Sandrine Beau & Stéphanie Rubini

Has a monster moved in on the 6th floor? Charles,

Are you ready to fly off to save the dragons?

Adrien loves spending the holidays with his

normally such a scaredy-cat, will stop at nothing to

Milla, a young princess from Mornelande, and her

grandfather. It’s two weeks of fun in each other’s

find out.

cousin Tom are participating in the “Sky Trial”. But

company. But, this time, when Adrien arrives at his

Charles is worried: a new neighbour has moved in

just as they begin soaring through the sky, thick black

grandfather’s house, he finds... a grandmother!

above his apartment, and no one has ever seen him.

smoke obscures their path and Tom crashes down with

Crrrrrr, yupyup, bang, bang… Every morning, he hears

his dragon Rubix!

14,5 x 19 cm – 56 pages – 5,70 €

terrifying sounds coming from the upstairs apartment.

The princess goes after them and discovers a cave

relationships between generations • humour • love

His mother thinks that it’s just a rebellious teenager

where the terrible Kobolds live! These monstrous

or a big dog, but Charles is convinced: a monster has

creatures have captured Rubix and Tom. Milla bravely

taken up residence above them!

rushes to her friends’ aid.

14.5 x 19 cm - 56 pages - 5.70€

14.5 x 19 cm - 56 pages - 5.70€

mystery • self-confidence • monster

dragons • adventure • fantasy
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My First
NOVELS

7-9 years

High Jinks on the Mysterious Island

Miss Skyscraper and a Tiny Man

Yves Pinguilly, Claire Perret

Sandrine Beau, Jess Pauwels

Mademoiselle Alice
Invents the Cinema

Gabriel Has a Secret
Florence Cadier, Stéphanie Rubini

Sandrine Beau, Cléo Germain
Dany can’t stand his parents’ fights any

It’s difficult to avoid jokes of the classmates

Gabriel enters a new school. Soon, he

more. One night, he runs away: he gets

if your name is Goliath and you measure

In 1895, Mademoiselle Alice, a secretary

soon makes friends with Mattéo and

into his boat and ends up on a tiny island

just 1,23 m. It’s difficult to stay unnoticed

of M. Gaumont, discovers the first film by

Emma but doesn’t dare to tell them that

where he finds a deserted house which

if your name is Lili and you measure 1,62

brothers Lumière. Her calling is born: she

his mother is a deaf-mute.

he decides to explore.

m. But everything changes when these

will film her own stories.

two opposites meet.
14,5 x 19 cm – 56 pages –5,70 €
adventure • music • friendship

14,5 x 19 cm – 48 pages – 5,70 €
difference • friendship
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14,5 x 19 cm – 56 pages – 5,70 €
14,5 x 19 cm – 64 pages – 6,10 €

friendship • difference

cinema • imagination

• self-acceptance

FAR-OFF LANDS
My First
NOVELS

8-12 years
13 x 18 cm • 144-192 pages • 6,90€ - soft cover

.

Princes in the Shambles

Bound for Tadoussac

Ituk Meets a White Bear

Maguellan’s Friend

Haiti • friendship

adventure • sea

north • friendship

travel • slaves

A World of Light
and Shadow

Jungle Hearts

The mistery of the Akpatok
Island

Tanuk the Cursed

Asia • boy/girl

Asia • adolescence

Canadian north • travel

Himalaya • shepherd

more titles in the series available!
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9+ years

HISTORICAL NOVELS - Before becoming...
13 x 19 cm - 160-208 pages - 7,90€ - soft cover

Leonardo da Vinci

Marie Curie

Alexander the Great

Cleopatra

Julius Caesar

Vivian Koenig

Gertrude Dordor

Viviane Koenig

Viviane Koenig

Jean-Paul Gourévitch
Dive into the childhood of the
major historical figures where the
intriques interlace with
the historical facts!
In the same collection:
Queen Margot
Victor Hugo
Gandhi
Henri IV
Marie Stuart
Eleanor of Aquitaine
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Marie Antoinette

Mozart

Napoleon

Joan of Arc

Joséphine de Beauharnais

Dominique Joly

Catherine Loizeau

Gertrude Dordor

Sylvie Bages

Louis XIV and more!

9+ years / YA

The Secret Diary of the Horse Crac
30 000+
copies sold in
France! (vol.
1 & 2)

Welcome To The Club!
Crac’s Secret Diary (Vol. 1)

Surprise At The Club!
Crac’s Secret Diary (Vol. 2)

Happy At The Club!
Crac’s advice on how to treat a horse

Sylvie Overnoy

Sylvie Overnoy

Sylvie Overnoy, Florence
Ollivet-Courtois, Frédéric Chesneau

A little bay horse was grazing quietly under the old

Things are changing at the Club! There are new riders,

apple tree when suddenly some riders came to take

some workmen, new grooms to replace the old ones…

him away… After a long trip in a horsebox, Crac was

There is also Sputnik, a Jack Russell terrier who helps

The return of Crac! Crac, the bay whose best-selling

to become a Club horse. Why do the riders change all

Muffin the labrador give a helping hand to the workmen.

two-volume diary (Welcome to the Club and Surprises

the time? Why is there someone bouncing around on

But, above all… Fanfaronne has disappeared! In the

at the Club) is back with Happy at the Club – 101 ways

his back?

meantime, Tintagel the little stallion spends his life

to make a horse happy. This is a handbook for all riders

It’s not only riders who are beginners. In this book, we

braying “I am the King!”, Mystère, the former circus

who want their horses to be in good mental and physical

see life in an equestrian centre through the eyes of a

horse rediscovers his talents, Tic-Tac the mare arrives

health.

new horse. It is full of surprises and lessons to be learned

in a spectacular way, old Magician gets tired of being

– but also abounds with vitality and love.

retired, and Crac the big-hearted bay learns more and

& Guillaume Henry

more. It’s one surprise after another!
14 x 20,5 cm - 240-272 pages - 17€ - paperback
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